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1-100 q
An international network of more than ten 
thousand smaller networks from government, 
educational institutions, organizations and 
commercial groups.

Server    Password    Internet   AUP   
Network .   



1-100 a

internet



2-100 q

Reading on a online or email discussion 
without taking part in the discussion

•IP Address

•URL

•Email

•Flame/spam

•Lurking

•netiquette



2-100 a

lurking



3-100 q

Refers to events that occur in real time

•Synchronous

•moderated

•threaded
•asynchronous  



3-100 a

synchronous



4-100 q
To select a portion of a picture and 
move what isn’t wanted in the 
picture

•Digital
•resolution
•pixel
•scanner
•analog
• Crop
•file format
•graphic file formats

•video file formats
•Compression
•sound files



4-100 a

crop



5-100 q
A predesigned document in a data file 
format for common purposes

•Layout,
•link 
•load time
• Home Page
•HTML
•Web page
•web site
•tables
•template  



5-100 a

template



6-100 q
The generic name used for art in a 
presentation.  Some may be free and some in 
the public domain.  Ohters require purchase of 
a license or software package.

•Slide show
•transition
•graphic
•presentation skills
•Presentation software
•clip art



6-100 a

Clip art



1-200 q

The connection of computer work stations, 
servers using LAN (local area network)

Server    Password    Internet   AUP   Network



1-200 a
network



2-200 q

Network etiquette which is acceptable 
conduct for network communications

•IP Address

•URL

•Email

•Flame/spam

•Lurking

•netiquette



2-200 a
netiquette



3-200 q
Online discussion, a series of 
messages that have been posted 
as replies one after another

•Synchronous

•moderated

•threaded

•asynchronous



3-200 a
threaded



4-200 q
The reduction in the size of the 
data to save space on the 
transmission

•Digital

•resolution

•pixel

•scanner

•analog

• Crop

•file format

•graphic file formats

•video file formats

•Compression

•sound files



4-200 a

compression



5-200 q
A collection of web pages

•Layout,

•link 

•load time

• Home Page

•HTML

•Web page

•web site

•tables

•template



5-200 a

Web site



6-200 q
Can be used to create slide 
shows

•Slide show

•transition

•graphic

•presentation skills

•Presentation software

•clip art



6-200 a

Presentation software



1-300 q

A computer that offers services or 
functions to other computers

Server    Password    Internet   AUP   Network



1-300 a

server



2-300 q

An inappropriate viscious 
sarcastic message

•IP Address

•URL

•Email

•Flame/spam

•Lurking

•netiquette



2-300 a

Flam/spam



3-300 q

Refers to events that do not occur in 
real timedefferred or delayed 
communications

•Synchronous

•moderated

•threaded

•asynchronous



3-300 a

asynchronous



4-300 q
A format for encoding information.  It 
specifies whether the file is binary or 
ASC11 and how information is 
organized

•Digital

•resolution

•pixel

•scanner

•analog

• Crop

•file format

•graphic file formats

•video file formats

•Compression

•sound files



4-300 a

File format



5-300 q
A feature of a web page that consist 
of adjacent rows and columns/  The 
rows and columns are filled with 
graphics or text.

•Layout,

•link 

•load time

• Home Page

•HTML

•Web page

•web site

•tables

•template



5-300 a

table



6-300 q
A set of skills that maximize 
multimedia and speaking skills such as 
tone, volume, of voice and posture

•Slide show

•transition

•graphic

•presentation skills

•Presentation software

•clip art



6-300 a

Presentations skills



1-400 q

Guidelines and policies established for students 
and staff regarding appropriate use of the 
Internet.  It defines user rights and 
responsibilities for the proper use of schools 
computers, accounts, systems when accessing 
online information.

Server    Password    Internet   AUP   Network



1-400 a

AUP -  Acceptable Use Policy



2-400 q

Text based messages sent and received by computers 

•IP Address

•URL

•Email

•Flame/spam

•Lurking

•netiquette



2-400 a

email



3-400 q

An online communication in which all 
messages are read by someone before they 
are posted.

•Synchronous

•moderated

•threaded

•asynchronous



3-400 a

moderated



4-400 q
Jpeg, bitmap, tiff

•Digital

•resolution

•pixel

•scanner

•analog

• Crop

•file format

•graphic file formats

•video file formats

•Compression

•sound files



4-400 a

Graphic files



5-400 q

Hypertext that connects to another site



5-400 a
hyperlinks

•Layout,

•link 

•load time

• Home Page

•HTML

•Web page

•web site

•tables

•template



6-400 q
The way slides move from one to another

•Slide show

•transition

•graphic

•presentation skills

•Presentation software

•clip art



6-400 a

transitions



1-500 q

A secret series of characters that enable a 
user to access a file or computer program.

Server    Password    Internet   AUP   Network



1-500 a

password



2-500 q

The address of a specific site on 
a web

•IP Address

•URL

•Email

•Flame/spam

•Lurking

•netiquette



2-500 a

URL



3-500 q



3-500 a



4-500 q
A device used to copy a picture or words from 
a printed page onto a computer screen.

•Digital

•resolution

•pixel

•scanner

•analog

• Crop

•file format

•graphic file formats

•video file formats

•Compression

•sound files



4-500 a

scanner



5-500 q
The time that is necessary to fully 
view a web page

•Layout,

•link 

•load time

• Home Page

•HTML

•Web page

•web site

•tables

•template



5-500 a

Load time



6-500 q
A mini presentation tool that shows a series 
of pictures or chats that will tell a story or 
give a sequence of videos or ideas

•Slide show

•transition

•graphic

•presentation skills

•Presentation software

•clip art



6-500 a

Slide show


